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Description of harmonic generation in terms of the complex quasienergy. I. General formulation
M. V. Frolov, A. V. Flegel, and N. L. Manakov
Department of Physics, Voronezh State University, Voronezh 394006, Russia

Anthony F. Starace
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0111, USA
共Received 16 January 2007; published 7 June 2007兲
Using the Hellmann-Feynman theorem for quasistationary quasienergy states of a quantum system in an
intense laser field, we present the high-order harmonic generation 共HHG兲 amplitude in terms of the complex
quasienergy of a bound electron, thereby avoiding the necessity for an explicit form for the electron wave
function in HHG calculations. This formulation for the HHG amplitude confirms use of the dual dipole
moment 共instead of the dipole moment expectation value兲 in wave-function-based HHG calculations in order
to properly account for both the ionization and the Stark shift of the initial bound state in a strong laser field.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.75.063407

PACS number共s兲: 32.80.Wr, 42.50.Hz, 42.65.Ky

I. INTRODUCTION

The first evidence of the highly nonperturbative interaction of an intense laser field with matter in the spectra of
high-order harmonics was obtained in the late 1980s in experiments involving rare gas atoms 关1,2兴. These experiments
showed that although the first few harmonics drop rapidly in
intensity, a plateau is reached along which harmonics have
roughly comparable intensities. One of the experiments 关2兴
demonstrated also that beyond some harmonic energy on the
plateau 共the “cutoff” energy兲, subsequent harmonics once
again drop rapidly in intensity with increasing harmonic order. The existence of a plateau of harmonic intensities stimulated efforts to extend the cutoff energy into the so-called
“water window” region of the x-ray spectrum 共since coherent
x-ray sources in this region would enable researchers to image living biological structures兲. Within a decade, success in
obtaining x-ray harmonics in the “water window” region was
achieved 关3,4兴. High-harmonic sources with photon energies
of about 40 eV and intensities of about 1014 W / cm2 are currently available for laboratory experiments 共see, e.g., Ref.
关5兴兲. Investigations of high-order harmonic generation
共HHG兲 have taken on additional importance at present owing
to applications in attosecond science 关6兴. Specifically, plateau
harmonics have been used as sources of both attosecond
pulse trains 关7兴 and of single attosecond pulses 关8,9兴. Such
pulses 共having durations in the attosecond regime兲 have been
employed to obtain time-resolved measurements of electronic processes in atoms 关8兴. HHG thus appears to be a
fundamental component of attosecond science.
Owing to the intrinsic interest and the important applications of the plateau structures in HHG spectra, theorists have
sought to obtain a fundamental understanding of these highly
nonperturbative HHG features and also to discover means to
control them. As there have appeared a number of recent
reviews that discuss the theory of HHG 共see, e.g., Refs.
关10–14兴兲, we confine ourselves here to only a few remarks
relevant to the content of this paper. A key step in the development of current theoretical understanding was the initial
observation of an empirical 兩E0兩 + 3u p law for the energy position of the HHG plateau cutoff 关15兴 共where 兩E0兩 is the
atomic binding energy and u p is the ponderomotive potential
1050-2947/2007/75共6兲/063407共14兲

of an electron in a laser field兲. This law was interpreted in
terms of the so-called “simple man model” 共in which an
atomic electron tunnels out of an atom owing to the lowering
of the potential barrier by the laser field, is driven away from
and then back to the atomic core by the laser field, whereupon it may release its accumulated kinetic energy in the
form of harmonic photons兲 关16–18兴. The success of this
single-active electron picture in predicting a key feature of
the HHG plateau led to single-active electron quantum formulations that are consistent with this picture 共see, e.g., Refs.
关19–22兴, and references therein兲. These theories are based on
the so-called “strong field approximation” in which, after
tunneling from the atom, the active electron is described by a
Volkov wave function, i.e., the atomic potential and all of its
bound states 共except for the ground state兲 are ignored.
Despite these clear successes, however, evidence of the
need for an improved theoretical formulation of HHG has
appeared. First, HHG rates have been found to be very sensitive to the bound 共initial兲 state wave function employed,
especially for low harmonic orders and nonzero angular momentum of the bound electron 关23兴. Second, for intense laser
fields, the shift and ionization broadening of the initial state
energy by a strong laser field must be taken into account,
which is generally not done by most current theoretical
methods. Moreover, a number of analytical and semianalytical methods that originate from formulations claimed to be
“exact” or “ab initio” yield different final results after making apparently the same chain of approximations. There thus
appears to be a need for a rigorous quantum formulation for
the HHG amplitude and for the development of semianalytical quantum models that are consistent with this formulation
and applicable over a wide range of laser parameters 共in
particular, frequency and intensity兲. These issues motivate
the present paper as well as the following paper 关24兴.
The HHG process for a single bound electron driven by
an intense monochromatic laser field is formulated in this
paper in terms of the system’s quasienergy, thereby avoiding
the necessity for an explicit form of the electron wave function to calculate HHG rates. This formulation makes use of
the Hellmann-Feynman theorem 关25,26兴 for the quasistationary quasienergy states 共QQES兲 共or Floquet states兲 of the system. Because of its focus on the complex quasienergy of the
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system, our formulation automatically includes both the
Stark shift and the ionization width of the initial bound state
in a strong laser field. Moreover, our wave-functionindependent formulation yields a result for the HHG amplitude that is equivalent to that obtained using properly normalized QQES wave functions, i.e., involving dual QQES
wave functions to obtain so-called dual dipole moments. Using our exact and approximate results for this dipole moment, we analyze the connection between various common
semianalytical HHG theories and exhibit their differences for
the case of a zero-range potential 共ZRP兲 model 共for a bound
electron in an s state兲, which is an exactly solvable HHG
problem. In addition, we discuss the definition of HHG rates
for atomic systems having a nonzero, randomly oriented total
angular momentum.
Finally, in this paper we focus on the single atom or ion
response to a driving 共monochromatic兲 laser field. We analyze neither propagation effects on the harmonics nor pulse
shape effects. However, as long as the driving laser pulse is
long 共i.e., contains many laser cycles兲 and the paraxial approximation is valid 共i.e., the laser focal dimension is much
greater than the laser wavelength兲, then the calculation of the
single atom response can be carried out separately from the
calculation of the propagation of the harmonics generated in
the atomic medium 关11兴. Also, only in this 共monochromatic兲
approximation may we introduce the correct definition of
HHG rates, which provide a measure of those atomic parameters that depend only on laser intensity and carrier frequency.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we discuss
in some detail current theoretical approaches to describing
HHG in terms of the field-induced dipole moments of an
atomic system. In Sec. III we formulate an expression for
HHG amplitudes in terms of a system’s complex quasienergy. In Sec. IV we connect the formulation in terms of complex quasienergy 共or, equivalently, in terms of the dual dipole
moment兲 to commonly used alternative approaches for HHG
rates. In Sec. V we discuss the definition of HHG rates for
the case of a bound electron with nonzero angular momentum and generalize the results of Sec. III to this case. In Sec.
VI we summarize the key results of this paper and present
some conclusions. Derivations of analytic results for induced
dipole moments and corresponding nonlinear susceptibilities
for a ZRP model, used in Sec. IV, are given in the Appendix.

For this reason, the use of such sophisticated quantum approaches as quantum electrodynamics or formal S-matrix
methods are not the best choices for obtaining an accurate
quantum definition of the single-atom HHG amplitude. The
major concern is that while these methods are well-justified
mathematically for collision problems, which involve scattering 共i.e., continuum兲 states, in the case of single-atom
HHG both the initial and final states are bound and thus their
modification 共or “dressing”兲 by a strong laser field, including
ionization effects, must be taken into account 共see Ref. 关27兴
for additional discussion兲. In this paper, we employ the
QQES 共or Floquet兲 method to define accurately the quantum
amplitude for HHG by an atomic system in an initial 共bound兲
state of energy E0 with proper account for the field-induced
shift of the energy E0 and its broadening 共the ionization
width兲 due to the ionization processes that accompany harmonic generation. The principal features of this definition
may be most clearly presented for the simplest, single-active
electron model of the laser-atom interaction, i.e., the electricdipole interaction,
V共r,t兲 = − 21 eF关共e · r兲e−it + 共e* · r兲eit兴,

共1兲

which describes the interaction of a long monochromatic laser pulse (having an electric vector F共t兲
= F Re关e exp共−it兲兴 共e · e* = 1兲 and an intensity I = 共cF2兲 /
共8兲) with an electron that is subject also to a static potential, U共r兲, that supports both bound 关n共r兲兴 and continuum
关E共r兲兴 stationary states. An initial bound state, 0共r , t兲
= 0共r兲e−iE0t/ប, of an electron in the potential U共r兲 evolves as
the perturbation V共r , t兲 is turned on adiabatically according
to the time-dependent Schrödinger equation 共TDSE兲,

冉

−

冊


ប2 2
⌿共r,t兲 = 0.
ⵜ + U共r兲 + V共r,t兲 − iប
t
2m

共2兲

In order to organize our discussion in this longer section,
we divide it into three parts. We first discuss certain inconsistencies in a common perturbative approach for nonlinear
susceptibilities. We then discuss briefly the quasienergy approach for both perturbative and nonperturbative regimes of
the laser-atom interaction. Finally we introduce the concept
of the so-called “dual” dipole moment for the correct definition of the HHG amplitude in the strong field regime.
A. Inconsistency of the standard perturbative approach
for nonlinear susceptibilities at above-threshold frequencies

II. ON THE QUANTUM DEFINITION
OF THE SINGLE-ATOM HHG AMPLITUDE
IN TERMS OF AN INDUCED DIPOLE MOMENT

For a single atom, the quantum definition of the HHG
amplitude in terms of a field-induced dipole moment is attractive since this description is closely related to the classical picture of harmonic generation by an anharmonic oscillator 关e.g., by a classical electron bound in a static potential,
U共x兲兴 subjected to a strong monochromatic perturbation.
However, the quantum generalization of this classical picture
is complicated by the fact that harmonic generation takes
place simultaneously with the competing process of multiphoton ionization, which must thus be taken into account.

Consider first the case of a not too strong laser field so
that perturbation theory 共PT兲 may be used to treat the interaction V共r , t兲 in Eq. 共2兲, including possibly higher-order PT
corrections to the lowest-order PT result. This formulation is
typical for traditional 共“perturbative”兲 nonlinear optics, in
which case the generation of harmonics by an ensemble of
atoms subjected to a long monochromatic laser pulse of frequency  is described by the atomic response at the harmonic frequency ⍀ = N, which is given by the Fourier component d⍀ of the light-induced dipole moment d共t兲 of the
atom at the harmonic frequency ⍀. This Fourier component
is obtained from the perturbation expansion 共in V兲 of d共t兲,
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which is commonly defined as the expectation value of the
dipole moment operator, d = er,
⬁

1
d共t兲 = 具⌿共t兲兩d兩⌿共t兲典 = 兺 共dne−int + d−neint兲, 共3兲
2 n=0
where ⌿共t兲 ⬅ ⌿共r , t兲 is the PT solution of the TDSE 共2兲 corresponding to the initial state 0共r兲 and where only odd values of n contribute for systems having inversion symmetry.
Defining the PT parameter as the ratio of the laser amplitude
F to the characteristic strength F0 of the internal atomic electric field 共e.g., F0 = e / a20 ⬇ 5.14⫻ 109 V / cm for the hydrogen
atom兲, the vector dN may be expressed as a series expansion
in terms of nonlinear susceptibility tensors, N+2k共N兲 共k
= 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . 兲, which depend on the frequency of the pump
共laser兲 field. In lowest order, dN is proportional to
N共N兲FN; the next-order term in F is proportional to
N+2共N兲FN+2, and so on. Note that in order to keep our
notation as simple as possible, we omit here the tensor indices of N+2k共N兲, which is a Cartesian tensor of rank N
+ 2k + 1 共see, e.g., Ref. 关28兴兲.
We have started with the PT regime of laser-atom interactions in order to show that even in this regime there is an
inconsistency in the standard definition 共3兲 for d共t兲 in higher
orders of PT. The problem arises when taking into account
high-order PT corrections to dN for the case of N 艌 n0,
where n0 is the threshold number of photons for ionization
from the state 0共r兲, i.e., n0 is the smallest integer for which
n0ប ⬎ 兩E0兩. In this case the high-order PT matrix elements
for the susceptibilities N+2k共N兲, defined by the standard
共Rayleigh-Schrödinger兲 PT expansion of the matrix element
具⌿共t兲兩d兩⌿共t兲典 in Eq. 共3兲, become divergent. This fact was
demonstrated in Ref. 关29兴 in a calculation of the dynamic
hyperpolarizability, ␥共兲 ⬅ 3共兲, which determines the
lowest-order 共i.e., linear in intensity I兲 correction to the ordinary dynamic polarizability of an atom in the state 0共r兲,
␣共兲 ⬅ 1共兲, for the case of above-threshold frequencies,
ប ⬎ 兩E0兩. The origin of the divergences is as follows: the PT
expansion of 兩⌿共r , t兲典 in Eq. 共3兲 contains outgoing wave
Green functions, GE+i0共r , r⬘兲, of the electron in the potential
U共r兲, which are complex when E = 共E0 + pប兲 ⬎ 0 共i.e., for
p 艌 n0兲 and whose spectral decompositions,
GE+i0共r,r⬘兲 = 兺
n

n共r兲*n共r⬘兲
E − En

+

冕

⬁

0

dE⬘

E⬘共r兲E* ⬘共r⬘兲
E − E⬘ + i0

example, for the case of linearly polarized F共t兲, the hyperpolarizability ␥共兲 includes the following two fourth-order PT
matrix elements,
具0共r4兲兩z4GE0+ប−i0共r4,r3兲z3GE0+2ប+i0共r3,r2兲
⫻ z2GE0+ប+i0共r2,r1兲z1兩0共r1兲典,
具0共r4兲兩z4GE0+ប−i0共r4,r3兲z3GE共0兲共r3,r2兲
0

⫻ z2GE0+ប+i0共r2,r1兲z1兩0共r1兲典,

共5兲

which diverge at 共E0 + ប兲 ⬎ 0. The superscript 共0兲 in GE共0兲
0
indicates that the term with n = 0 in the sum over n is omitted
in the spectral expansion 共4兲 for this function.兴 Physically,
the occurrence of these divergences means that the definition
共3兲 is appropriate only for a stable system 共e.g., one without
a continuous spectrum兲, in which case the “field-dressed”
wave function ⌿共r , t兲 is normalizable to unity in the usual
way, 具⌿共t兲 兩 ⌿共t兲典 = 1, in each PT order. For a decaying system 关e.g., one described by the wave function ⌿共r , t兲 that
takes into account open ionization channels兴, the expectation
value of d diverges since ⌿共r , t兲 involves a continuum component 共see Ref. 关30兴 for further discussion兲. Therefore, the
“classical” definition 共3兲 of the dipole moment is not appropriate for a correct description of the atomic response to a
monochromatic perturbation when taking into account the
accompanying ionization effects even in the PT approach
共except for the lowest nonvanishing PT order for the nonlinear susceptibilities, in which case the PT matrix elements do
not involve Green functions GE1+i0 and GE2−i0 with the same
energies, E1 = E2兲.
B. Quasienergy analysis of nonlinear susceptibilities

For a proper quantum definition of the atomic response at
the frequency ⍀ = N for both perturbative 共including highorder PT terms兲 and nonperturbative treatments of V共r , t兲, it
is convenient to use the quasienergy 共or Floquet兲 solution of
the TDSE 共2兲 since it explicitly takes into account the fieldinduced shift and width of the initial-bound-state energy, E0
共see, e.g., Ref. 关31兴兲. This solution has the following form:
⌿⑀共r,t兲 = e−i⑀t/ប⌽⑀共r,t兲 = 兺 ⌽s共r兲e−共i/ប兲共⑀+sប兲t ,

共6兲

s

,
共4兲

involve 共regularizable兲 singular terms, ⬃1 / 共E − E⬘ + i0兲, in
integrals over the energy E⬘ of intermediate continuum
states. Since d共t兲 in Eq. 共3兲 also contains the bra-vector,
具⌿共r , t兲兩, the PT expansion of this state vector involves
complex-conjugated 共ingoing wave兲 Green functions,
*
兲, having the singular terms
GE−i0共r , r⬘兲 共GE−i0 = GE+i0
⬃1 / 共E − E⬙ − i0兲 in integrals over E⬙. Thus the resulting expressions for high-order susceptibilities at above-threshold
frequencies involve double integrals over E⬘ and E⬙ which
contain nonregularizable 共and thus nonintegrable兲 singularities ⬃1 / 关共E − E⬘ + i0兲共E − E⬘ − i0兲兴 on the line E⬘ = E⬙. 关For

where the QQES wave function, ⌽⑀共r , t兲, corresponding to
0共r兲, is the solution of the non-Hermitian eigenvalue equation in a space of periodic functions 关⌽⑀共r , t + T兲
= ⌽⑀共r , t兲 , T = 2 / 兴,

冉

Ĥ共r,t兲⌽⑀共r,t兲 ⬅ −

冊


ប2 2
⌽⑀共r,t兲
ⵜ + U共r兲 + V共r,t兲 − iប
t
2m

= ⑀⌽⑀共r,t兲,

共7兲

for the complex quasienergy ⑀ = Re ⑀ − i共ប / 2兲⌫, where ⌬⑀
= Re ⑀ − E0 and ⌫ are the energy shift and the total decay rate
of the state 0共r兲. The fact that ⑀ is complex is ensured by
the complex boundary condition for ⌽⑀共r , t兲 at r → ⬁: the
square root in បkn = 冑2m共nប + ⑀ − u p兲 关where u p is the pon-
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deromotive energy, 共e2F2兲 / 共4m2兲兴 is chosen so that in the
open ionization channels 共Re k2n ⬎ 0兲 the Fourier-components
of ⌽⑀共r , t兲, ⌽s共r兲, describe outgoing spherical waves, i.e.,
Re kn ⬎ 0, while in the closed channels 共Re k2n ⬍ 0兲 they describe exponentially damped waves, i.e., Im kn ⬎ 0.
The integral form of the QQES equation 共7兲 is useful in
many instances 共cf. Ref. 关32兴兲. In the strong field 共nonperturbative兲 regime, it may be written in terms of the 共retarded兲
Green’s function, G共V兲共r , t ; r⬘ , t⬘兲, of a free electron in the
laser field F共t兲 关cf. Appendix A for its explicit form; note that
G共V兲共r , t + T ; r⬘ , t + T − 兲 = G共V兲共r , t ; r⬘ , t − 兲兴,
⌽⑀共r,t兲 =

冕 冕

t

dt⬘ ei⑀共t−t⬘兲/បG共V兲共r,t;r⬘,t⬘兲

dr⬘

−⬁

⫻U共r⬘兲⌽⑀共r⬘,t⬘兲
=

冕 冕
dr⬘

⬁

d ei⑀/បG共V兲共r,t;r⬘,t − 兲U共r⬘兲

0

⫻⌽⑀共r⬘,t − 兲,

共8兲

which is especially useful for finite-range potentials, U共r兲,
and permits an exact solution of the QQES problem for the
widely used zero-range potential 共ZRP兲 model 关33,34兴. In the
perturbative regime, the PT expansions for ⑀ and ⌽⑀共r , t兲
may be obtained by converting the differential equation 共7兲
into an inhomogeneous integral equation involving the
“quasienergy Green function” of an electron in the potential
U共r兲, G⑀共r , t ; r⬘ , t⬘兲 = 兺k exp关ik共t − t⬘兲兴G⑀共0兲
−kប共r , r⬘兲 关where
means
that,
at k = 0, the term
the superscript 共0兲 in G⑀共0兲
−kប
with n = 0 in the sum over n is omitted in Eq. 共4兲 for this
function兴,
⌽⑀共r,t兲 = 0共r兲 +

1
T

冕 ⬘冕
T

dt

dr⬘

0

⫻G⑀共r,t;r⬘,t⬘兲V共r⬘,t⬘兲⌽⑀共r⬘,t⬘兲.

共9兲

Together with the “Brillouin-Wigner relation” for ⑀ and E0,

⑀ = E0 +

1
T

冕

T

具0共r兲兩V共r,t⬘兲兩⌽⑀共r,t⬘兲典dt⬘

关whose PT expansion involves only outgoing wave Green
functions GE+i0共r , r⬘兲兴, so that the high-order PT matrix elements for ⑀2n do not involve the nonintegrable singularities
discussed above and hence all coefficients ␤2n共兲 are finite
关36兴. Moreover, the explicit form of the coefficients ␤2n共兲
in terms of high-order PT matrix elements may be formally
represented in terms of susceptibilities 2n−1共兲 关which define the PT expansion of the Fourier component d of the
dipole moment d共t兲 in Eq. 共3兲兴, provided, however, that one
takes in the matrix elements for 2n−1共兲 all Green functions
that arise from the PT expansion of 具⌿共t兲兩 in Eq. 共3兲 without
complex conjugation, i.e., with the same sign of the infinitesimal, i0, as in GE+i0 in Eq. 共4兲. (For n ⬍ n0, both ␤2n共兲
and 2n−1共兲 are real since the energy parameters E = E0
+ pប 共p 艋 n兲 in all Green functions are negative and thus
the infinitesimal ±i0 in Eq. 共4兲 has no consequence. For this
case, the exact relation between ␤2n共兲 and 2n−1共兲 follows
from the Hellmann-Feynman theorem in the 共real-valued兲
quasienergy approach for potentials U共r兲 supporting only
bound stationary states 关see Ref. 关37兴 and, also, the discussion of Eqs. 共21兲 and 共23兲 at the end of Sec. III below兴.) This
recipe indicates how one can avoid the divergences 关i.e., the
*
兲
appearance of ingoing wave Green functions GE−i0 共=GE+i0
with E ⬎ 0兴 in calculations of high-order nonlinear susceptibilities using PT expansions of d共t兲 in Eq. 共3兲. Namely, one
should use in Eq. 共3兲 in place of the bra-vector 具⌿共r , t兲兩
= ⌿*共r , t兲 the wave function ⌿共r , t兲 without complex conjugation but with the substitution t → −t, i.e., 具⌿共r , t兲兩 → ⌿共r ,
−t兲. This simple prescription is valid for a nondegenerate
initial state 0共r兲 in a linearly polarized field F共t兲. However,
if the polarization of F共t兲 is not linear, the substitution e
→ e* should also be made. In addition, if ⌿共r , t兲 depends on
the signs of the magnetic quantum numbers m, then they
should be changed to the opposite ones, m → −m. Therefore,
even in the PT regime, in order to obtain finite values of the
high-order PT corrections to the nonlinear susceptibilities
n共n兲 at energies corresponding to open multiphoton ionization channels 共i.e., for n ⬎ n0兲, the following substitution,

共10兲

具⌿共r,t兲兩 → 兩⌿共r,− t兲兩m→−m,e→e* ,

0

共which is similar to that for the exact and unperturbed energies in time-independent problems; see, e.g., Ref. 关35兴兲, Eq.
共9兲 represents an eigenvalue problem for ⑀ and ⌽⑀共r , t兲 in a
form that is convenient for a PT treatment. In this formulation, the perturbative expansion for ⑀ in a power series in F2,
⬁

⑀ = E0 + 兺 ␤2n共兲F2n ,

共11兲

n=1

can be obtained from Eq. 共10兲 by substituting the iterative
solution for ⌽⑀共r , t⬘兲 that follows from Eq. 共9兲 共see Refs.
关31,36兴 for further details兲.
The high-order PT corrections to E0, ⑀2n = ␤2n共兲F2n, become complex for n 艌 n0 and their imaginary parts determine
the PT expansion of the decay rate ⌫. We emphasize that, in
contrast to d共t兲 in Eq. 共3兲, the matrix element on the righthand side of Eq. 共10兲 involves only the ket-vector 兩⌽共r , t兲典

共12兲

should be used in the definition 共3兲 of the field-induced dipole moment of the nonstable 共due to ionization兲 atomic system initially in the bound state 0共r兲.
In the PT regime, the correct definition of the HHG amplitude taking into account ionization effects and including
high-order corrections, N+2k共N兲, to N共N兲 up to some
共finite兲 order k may also be obtained unambiguously 关i.e.,
without, in fact, employing the prescription 共12兲兴 as the transition amplitude between the same initial and final states,
0共r兲, for the process of absorption of N laser photons followed by the emission of a spontaneous harmonic photon in
the direction of the laser beam. In this way, both the lowestorder PT amplitude and high-order PT corrections to it 共with
each higher order describing virtual absorption and emission
of an additional pair of laser photons兲 involve only outgoing
wave Green functions GE+i0. With proper handling of the
so-called secular and normalization terms that appear in high
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orders of PT for the case of a monochromatic perturbation
共see, e.g., Refs. 关31,38兴兲, all high-order PT matrix elements
are convergent at any frequency . Furthermore, the results
coincide with those obtained from Eq. 共3兲 using the prescription 共12兲. This agreement thus justifies this prescription for
calculations of high-order nonlinear susceptibilities with
proper account of ionization effects on the PT level in terms
of the 共modified兲 dipole moment.
C. Nonperturbative regime of laser-atom interactions:
The dual dipole moment

Owing to its difficulties 共i.e., its singularities兲 in the PT
regime, Eq. 共3兲 for the field-induced dipole moment may be
expected to present problems also in the nonperturbative
共strong field兲 regime. However, the prescription 共12兲 proves
to be useful for defining the HHG amplitude also in the
nonperturbative regime, for which a PT expansion of the
solution of equations 共2兲 or 共7兲 is not applicable. Indeed, it is
necessary in this case to deal with the entire set of high-order
corrections N+2k共N兲 共i.e., for all k兲 to the lowest-order PT
result N共N兲. In this regime the QQES solution 共6兲 describes a quasistationary 共decaying兲 state. Thus the usual
共Hermitian兲 theory of quantum transitions cannot be used to
justify the prescription 共12兲, in part because the function
⌽⑀共r , t兲 itself is formally divergent at r → ⬁ 共owing to the
asymptotically divergent waves in the ionization channels兲
and thus cannot be normalized to unity in the standard way.
The proper normalization of ⌽⑀共r , t兲 is achieved instead by
introducing a “dual” function, ⌽̃⑀共r , t兲, such that
1
T

冕

T

0

dt具⌽̃⑀共t兲兩⌽⑀共t兲典 =

1
T

冕 冕
T

dt

dr关⌽̃⑀共r,t兲兴*⌽⑀共r,t兲 = 1.

0

共13兲
The explicit form of ⌽̃⑀共r , t兲 follows from Eq. 共12兲 upon
substituting ⌿⑀共r , t兲 关cf. Eq. 共6兲兴 in place of ⌿共r , t兲, i.e.,
关⌽̃⑀共r,t兲兴* = ⌽⑀兩共r,− t兲兩m→−m,e→e* .

共14兲

We note also a definition for ⌽̃⑀共r , t兲 that is equivalent to Eq.
共14兲 关39兴: the function ⌽⑀共r , t兲 with its quasienergy complexconjugated 共i.e., ⑀ → ⑀*兲 and satisfying the ingoing-wave
asymptotic boundary condition in the open 共ionization兲 channels.
The normalization procedure for QQES wave functions,
given by Eqs. 共13兲 and 共14兲, was suggested in Ref. 关40兴 共see
also Refs. 关30,41兴 for additional discussions兲. As shown
above, it is supported by the PT analysis. In addition, it represents a straightforward extension of the well-known
“Zel’dovich normalization” for quasistationary 共or resonance兲 states in time-independent problems 共see Refs.
关42,43兴兲 to the case of time-dependent, QQES problems.
Reference 关42兴 emphasized the necessity of using dual functions in calculations of matrix elements within a basis of
quasistationary states and indicated how to regularize the
singular radial integrals that appear in these matrix elements
and in the normalization integral 共13兲, i.e., by introducing the
regularization factor, exp共−␤r2兲共␤ → + 0兲. 关Recently, this

“Zel’dovich regularization” was employed in Refs. 关44–46兴
for a number of time-independent problems involving singular integrals, including that of QQESs in a circularly polarized light field. 共For this case the problem reduces to a stationary one in the reference frame rotating with frequency 
around the direction of the laser beam.兲兴
According to the normalization 共13兲, the nonlinear susceptibilities 共i.e., the response to a strong monochromatic
perturbation兲 of an unstable system must be calculated by
substituting 具⌿̃⑀共t兲兩 instead of 具⌿共t兲兩 in the definition 共3兲 for
the field-induced dipole moment, giving thus the definition
for the “dual” dipole moment, d̃共t兲,
d̃共t兲 = 具⌿̃⑀共t兲兩d̂兩⌿⑀共t兲典 = 具⌽̃⑀共t兲兩d̂兩⌽⑀共t兲典
⬁

=

1
兺 共d̃ne−int + d̃−neint兲,
2 n=0

where
d̃±N =

冕

2
T

T

dt e±iNt具⌽̃⑀共t兲兩d兩⌽⑀共t兲典.

共15兲

共16兲

0

As defined in Eq. 共15兲, d̃共t兲 coincides with the standard definition 共3兲 for a system without a continuous spectrum 共i.e.,
neglecting ionization effects兲 and is consistent with the prescription 共12兲 for taking account of ionization effects on the
level of high-order PT corrections to the lowest-order PT
result for nonlinear susceptibilities. Note that the necessity
for using the “dual” form 共15兲 for the field-induced dipole
moment of a decaying system may be argued also in terms of
“non-Hermitian quantum mechanics,” in which dual functions are introduced as the “left” eigenfunctions of the
*
Hamiltonian H† , i.e., the transpose of H in the QQES equation 共7兲 关47兴. 共This formulation was used in numerical HHG
calculations for a one-dimensional inverted Gaussian potential 关48兴 and for He 关49,50兴.兲
The nonperturbative HHG amplitude AN共e⬘兲 in terms of
d̃共t兲 is given by
AN共e⬘兲 = e⬘* · d̃N .

共17兲

Complete information concerning the intensity and polarization properties of the Nth harmonic may be extracted from
the amplitude 共17兲, which describes dipole emission of radiation with frequency N and measured polarization e⬘.
共While we do not discuss the general properties of the harmonics in the present paper, we note that appropriate QQES
results for a ZRP model, including those for the elliptic dichroism effect, can be found in Refs. 关51,52兴. Also, for a
review of polarization effects in HHG, see Ref. 关13兴.兲 The
total intensity, summed over the polarizations of the emitted
photons, is proportional to 兩d̃N兩2 and is commonly described
共see, e.g., Refs. 关20,22,40兴兲 by the harmonic rates RN, i.e., by
the rates for dipole emission into the direction k̂ of the fundamental laser beam,
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As argued above, the fully quantum definition of the
single-atom HHG amplitude, including proper account of laser field-induced Stark shifts and level widths, ultimately requires the use of a modified 共dual兲 definition 共15兲 of the
dipole moment for a decaying system that differs from the
commonly used definition 共3兲 involving the expectation
value of d. Note that since Im ⑀ is small for not too strong
fields, the matrix elements involved in d共t兲 and d̃共t兲 “feel”
the divergence in the radial wave functions only at very large
distances r 共beginning approximately from r ⬃ rd兲. Thus numerical calculations of the HHG amplitude may give stable
共convergent兲 results within a sphere 0 艋 r 艋 R, with R ⬍ rd,
using either the dual or the common definitions for the dipole
moment. 共For example, in the nonperturbative multiphoton
regime, the difference between these two sets of results for
the ground-state hydrogen atom is about 0.1% 关39兴. This
difference increases substantially, however, with increasing
F.兲 Nevertheless, a key difference between d共t兲 and d̃共t兲 is
that the former is real-valued 关as follows from Eq. 共3兲,
d−N = dN* 兴, while the dual dipole moment d̃共t兲 is complex,
as follows from the relation
d̃−N = 兩d̃N兩m→−m,e→e* ,

共19兲

which may be verified by substituting t → −t in the integral
over t in Eq. 共16兲 and employing the definition共14兲 for dual
functions. In particular, d̃−N = d̃N when F共t兲 is linearly polarized, in which case e = e* ⬅ ez and the results depend only
on the modulus, 兩m兩, of the azimuthal angular momentum
quantum numbers with respect to the direction ez of laser
polarization.

III. HHG AMPLITUDE IN TERMS
OF THE COMPLEX QUASIENERGY

Both accurate and approximate calculations of matrix elements for d̃N in Eq. 共17兲 require knowledge of QQES
wave functions over the entire coordinate space in order to
evaluate the matrix element of d̃共t兲 in Eq. 共15兲. However, a
number of approximate methods allow one to obtain these
wave functions with reasonable accuracy only over a limited
interval of r, mostly outside the atomic core. For these cases,
it is therefore not possible to obtain accurate values either for
d̃N or for the proper normalization of ⌽̃⑀共r , t兲 according to
Eq. 共13兲. For this reason, we present below an alternative
expression for the HHG amplitude 共17兲, in terms of the complex quasienergy, that avoids the explicit involvement of
QQES wave functions. The derivation of the appropriate expression provides also additional justification for the correctness of the definition of AN共e⬘兲 in Eq. 共17兲.
Our derivation is based on the Hellmann-Feynman theorem for quasistationary states 关30兴. We note first that for
systems without a continuous spectrum 共i.e., for quasienergy
states having a real-valued, discrete quasienergy spectrum
⑀n兲, this theorem was introduced in Ref. 关37兴 and has been
employed in various applications 共see, e.g., Ref. 关53兴兲. It has
a form similar to that for time-independent Hamiltonians,

⑀n共兲 1
=

T

冕

冓 冏

T

0

dt ⌽⑀n共r,t兲

Ĥ共r,t;兲


冏 冔

⌽⑀n共r,t兲 ,
共20兲

where the “QES Hamiltonian” Ĥ共r , t ; 兲 is defined by Eq.
共7兲 and depends parametrically on some parameter . As
argued in Ref. 关30兴, the relation 共20兲 holds also for QQESs,
replacing 具⌽⑀n共r , t兲兩 by the dual bra-vector 具⌽̃⑀共r , t兲兩. In par-

ticular, choosing the parameter  in Ĥ共r , t ; 兲 to be  = Fe*
⬅ F*, i.e., Ĥ共r , t ; 兲 /  = V共r , t兲 / F* = −共1 / 2兲d exp共it兲,
one obtains 关cf. Eqs. 共1兲, 共7兲, and 共16兲:

⑀ 1
=
F* T

冕

冓 冏 冏 冔

T

dt ⌽̃⑀共r,t兲

0

1
V共r,t兲
⌽⑀共r,t兲 = − d̃ .
*
4
F
共21兲

This equation is valid for an arbitrary F and connects the
Fourier-component of d̃共t兲 for the fundamental frequency 
with the complex quasienergy.
To obtain a relation similar to Eq. 共21兲 for the dipole
moment components corresponding to the harmonic frequency ⍀, d̃N, we add to the QQES Hamiltonian Ĥ共r , t兲 in
Eq. 共7兲 an interaction with a probe 共“harmonic”兲 field Fh共t兲
of amplitude Fh, Vh共r , t兲 = −d · Fh共t兲, where Fh共t兲
= Fh Re关e⬘ exp共−i⍀t兲兴 共e⬘ · e⬘* = 1兲,
Ĥ共r,t兲 → Ĥ共r,t兲 = Ĥ共r,t兲 + Vh共r,t兲.

共22兲

We assume that both fields propagate in the same direction,
k̂, so that the vectors F共t兲 and Fh共t兲 lie in the plane perpendicular to k̂. Since the fields F共t兲 and Fh共t兲 have commensurable frequencies, ⍀ = N, the ordinary 共single-frequency兲
QQES formalism continues to apply to this bichromatic field
case. We denote by ⑀⬘ the quasienergy corresponding to the
initial state 0共r兲 in the two-color field F共t兲 + Fh共t兲. The
Hellmann-Feynman theorem for the QQES ⌽⑀⬘共r , t兲 with 
= Fhe⬘* ⬅ F*h gives,

⑀⬘ 1
=
F*h T

冕

T

0

冓 冏 冏 冔

dt ⌽̃⑀⬘共r,t兲

1
Vh共r,t兲
⬘,
⌽⑀⬘共r,t兲 = − d̃⍀
*
4
Fh
共23兲

where

⬘=
d̃⍀

2
T

冕

T

0

dt ei⍀t具⌽̃⑀⬘共r,t兲兩d兩⌽⑀⬘共r,t兲典.

共24兲

Equations 共23兲 and 共24兲 are exact and valid even when
both fields F共t兲 and Fh共t兲 are strong, so that in general d̃⍀
⬘
depends nonlinearly on both F and Fh. However, in the case
of a weak 共infinitesimal兲 harmonic field, Fh → 0, d̃⍀
⬘ in Eq.
共23兲 reduces to the dual dipole moment component d̃⍀ for
Fh共t兲 = 0, which enters the HHG rate 共18兲. Indeed, for this
case we have ⑀⬘ = ⑀ + ⌬⑀, where ⌬⑀ is linear in Fh and, according to PT for QQESs, is given by the first-order 共in Fh兲
PT correction to ⑀,
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T

0

Fh
2T

dt具⌽̃⑀共r,t兲兩Vh共r,t兲兩⌽⑀共r,t兲典

冕

T

dt具⌽̃⑀共r,t兲兩ei⍀te⬘* · d + e−i⍀te⬘ · d兩⌽⑀共r,t兲典.

0

共25兲
Equation 共23兲 now gives the desired result for d̃N in terms
of ⌬⑀ 关cf. 共16兲兴,
d̃N = − 4

⌬⑀ 2
=
F*h T

冕

T

dt eiNt具⌽̃⑀共r,t兲兩d兩⌽⑀共r,t兲典, 共26兲

0

which is independent of Fh共t兲 and reduces to Eq. 共21兲 for
N = 1 共⍀ = 兲.
For a linearly polarized field F共t兲 共e = e* ⬅ ez兲, the vector
d̃N is proportional to ez 共since there are no other vectors in
the problem兲,
d̃N = ˜N共,F兲ez ,

共27兲

where ˜N共 , F兲 is the generalized nonlinear susceptibility,
which reduces to the usual nonlinear susceptibility, N共N兲
共cf. Sec. II B兲, in the lowest order in F: ˜N共 , F → 0兲
= N共N兲FN. According to Eq. 共17兲, the HHG amplitude is
given by
AN = e⬘* · d̃N = ˜N共,F兲共e⬘* · ez兲,

共28兲

while the harmonic rate 共18兲 reduces to
RN =

共N兲3
兩˜N共,F兲兩2 .
8បc3

共29兲

Since the final result for d̃N in Eq. 共27兲 is independent of
Fh共t兲, in calculating ⌬⑀ in Eq. 共25兲 for the case of a linearly
polarized laser field, F共t兲, it is sufficient to calculate only the
linear in Fh correction ⌬⑀ to the quasienergy in the linearly
polarized two-color field F̃共t兲 = F̃共t兲ez, where F̃共t兲 = F cos t
+ Fh cos ⍀t 共⍀ = N兲.
Finally, we note that the definition 共15兲 does not presume
a direct connection 关as in Eqs. 共21兲 and 共23兲兴 between the
Fourier components of d̃共t兲 and the complex quasienergy.
Rather, our goal in introducing d̃共t兲 was only to avoid both
the divergences that occur in the commonly used definition
共3兲 for the dipole moment in the strong field regime as well
as the nonregularizable singularities that occur in high-order
PT corrections to the nonlinear susceptibilities in the PT regime. Equations 共21兲 and 共23兲 may also be considered to be
definitions of the Fourier components of a field-induced dipole moment in terms of the complex quasienergy, which is
the eigenvalue of the Schrödinger equation for the QQES
and is thus insensitive to the normalization of the QQES
wave function. The remarkable coincidence of d̃ and d̃⍀
⬘ in
Eqs. 共21兲 and 共23兲 with those defined in terms of the dual
functions in Eqs. 共16兲 and 共24兲 gives, apparently, a convincing justification for the consistency of redefining the dipole
moment in Eq. 共3兲 for a decaying system as in Eq. 共15兲, i.e.,
using the dual functions 共14兲. In addition, upon substituting

the formal PT expansion 共11兲 for ⑀ into Eq. 共21兲 and obtaining the expressions for ␤2n共兲 in terms of high-order PT
matrix elements using Eq. 共10兲, Eq. 共21兲 gives the PT expansion for d̃ involving unambiguous, convergent expressions
for the high-order PT corrections 关i.e., high-order hyperpolarizabilities, 2n−1共兲兴 to the dynamic polarizability ␣共兲 of
the state 0共r兲. 关Note that Ref. 关29兴 used Eq. 共21兲 to properly
define the hyperpolarizability 3共兲 at above-threshold frequencies, a case not requiring the dual function formalism.兴
IV. CONNECTION WITH COMMON SEMIANALYTICAL
METHODS FOR HHG CALCULATIONS

In this section we connect the formulation in terms of the
dual dipole moment to commonly used alternative approaches for HHG rates. The above considerations demonstrate that the term “dipole moment” for an atomic system
interacting with an intense laser field 共in which case ionization effects are important兲 has a conditional meaning. Its
clearest physical interpretation is that e⬘* · d̃N is the amplitude for conversion of N laser photons into a high-order harmonic photon having polarization vector e⬘ and with the
atom remaining in the field-free bound state 0共r兲 关30,51兴. In
contrast, the expectation value of d for a decaying system is
formally divergent and thus does not correspond to a physical observable. These divergences imply therefore that the
dipole moment expectation value 共3兲 cannot be used for ab
initio calculations of the atomic response to a strong monochromatic perturbation. Although the discussed divergences
may be 共erroneously兲 avoided in direct numerical calculations 共e.g., by restricting the interval of integration over r兲 or
may vanish within some approximations 关such as the
Keldysh approximation 共KA兲, as discussed below兴, they
must appear as nonregularizable singularities in any accurate
analytical calculation of d共t兲 involving integrations of wave
functions over the entire coordinate space. For example, the
expectation value of d in Eq. 共3兲 was used in detailed HHG
calculations 关20兴 starting from the exact QQES equations for
a ZRP model 关33兴. The divergence of dN for N = 1 is explicitly shown in Ref. 关20兴 and, for higher N, the divergences
were avoided in Ref. 关20兴 by neglecting all but one of the
Fourier-coefficients of the QQES wave function near the origin. This latter approximation is similar to the KA in HHG
theory 关27兴. We note that the numerical results in Ref. 关20兴,
for the laser parameters that are considered there, are in good
agreement with exact “dual” ZRP results 关54兴 except for
small values of N.
We emphasize that the dual function ⌽̃⑀共r , t兲 remains different from ⌽⑀共r , t兲 even when the unperturbed bound state
energy E0 is employed in place of the complex quasienergy ⑀
owing to the different 共ingoing and outgoing spherical wave兲
boundary conditions for ⌽̃⑀=E0共r , t兲 and ⌽⑀=E0共r , t兲 at large
distances. In the approximation that ⑀ = E0, the exact dual
dipole moment 共15兲 reduces to that in the “S-matrix approach” 关see Eqs. 共2.27兲–共2.29兲 in Ref. 关21兴兴 and to that in
Eq. 共2.8兲 of Ref. 关22兴. Although the approaches used in Refs.
关21,22兴 共and also in the S-matrix formulation for the HHG
process in Ref. 关14兴兲 fail to account for the laser field-
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induced level shift and width effects, in calculations of the
matrix element of d in these references use is made of initial
and final state wave functions that differ in the range of the
temporal integrations and hence result nevertheless in a complex value of the dipole moment. Note that in approximating
⑀ by E0, the exact dual dipole moment results for the HHG
amplitude reduce to the initial 共“exact”兲 results for the HHG
amplitude in Refs. 关14,21,22兴 共which contain exact Green
functions of the atomic electron in a laser field兲. Note, however, that neither the S-matrix method nor the equivalent
semianalytical method 关22兴 has ever been used for practical
HHG calculations beyond the simplest “strong field” approximation, in which the binding potential U共r兲 is completely neglected in intermediate states of the active electron.
This approximation is similar to the KA 关55,56兴 for the ionization amplitude. In particular, the approximate initial and
final state wave functions used in actual calculations in Ref.
关22兴 coincide exactly with the wave functions ⌽KA共r , t兲 and
⌽̃KA共r , t兲 in the KA to the QQES 关27兴. 共For the ZRP model,
comparisons of exact QQES results with those in Refs.
关21,22兴 can be found in Ref. 关54兴; see also Refs. 关51,52兴 in
which the first accurate calculation of HHG rates for a ZRP
model were performed using the dual dipole moment within
the QQES approach.兲
Concerning the dipole moment expectation value d共t兲 in
Eq. 共3兲 in the 共⑀ = E0兲 wave function approximation, we note
that it remains generally divergent, as in the case that the
exact ⑀ is used in Eq. 共3兲. In particular, in Eq. 共2.15兲 for d共t兲
in Ref. 关21兴 the formal divergences exist in those terms corresponding to “continuum-continuum transitions” 关i.e., the
fourth term in Eq. 共2.15兲兴, within which nonregularizable
singularities appear in the double temporal integral in the
matrix element involving two exact time-dependent Green
functions of the atomic electron in a laser field. Note that in
the KA 关or strong field approximation, i.e., replacing these
exact Green functions by free-electron Green functions
G共V兲共r , t ; r⬘ , t⬘兲 共cf. the Appendix兲兴, the aforementioned singularities disappear and the KA result for the dipole moment
expectation value, dKA共t兲 关cf. Eq. 共2.16兲 in Ref. 关21兴兴, becomes finite in this approximation even with the inclusion of
continuum-continuum terms. Moreover, by neglecting the
continuum-continuum transitions this result reduces to that in
the effective-dipole 共or Lewenstein兲 model 关19兴. A comparison of results of this latter model with those in the strong
field approximation version of the S-matrix approach is
given in Ref. 关21兴 for the polarization properties of harmonics produced by an elliptically polarized field within the ZRP
model. In spite of the fact that both models agree quite well
in many respects 共for the laser parameters considered in Ref.
关21兴兲, there are instances in which the results are different,
such as, e.g., for the rotation angle of the polarization ellipse
of high harmonics with energies around the end of the plateau. A similar comparison of the magnitudes of HHG rates
for the He atom is discussed in Ref. 关14兴 共cf. Sec. II F 3兲:
while for N Ⰷ 1 the S matrix and effective-dipole results
agree very well 共to within 1%兲, for small N the differences
between the results increase to as much as 17% 共for N = 5兲.
In spite of the fact that in the Keldysh 共or strong field兲
approximation the numerical differences between S-matrix
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FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 The ratio, N = 兩dNKA
 / d̃N 兩 , for a ZRP
model s state of energy E0 for F = 0.2F0 and  = 0.0450 共circles;
solid line兲 and 0.0980 共squares; dashed line兲. 0 = 共兩E0兩 / ប兲 and
F0 = 冑2m兩E0兩3 / 共兩e兩ប兲. Note that dNKA
 diverges for N = 1 and for 
= 0.0450, the ratio for N = 3 is divided by 10.

and dipole moment expectation value results for HHG rates
are small, the differences are nevertheless significant as they
raise the question of how to interpret two different numerical
values for the microscopic atomic parameter describing the
emission of harmonic photons, both of which take into account the effects of the binding potential on the same level of
accuracy, i.e., only in the bound state wave function 0共r兲.
This problem has been known for about 10 years 关21兴. Since
the question of the divergence of the apparently exact expression 共3兲 for the dipole moment expectation value in the
strong field regime did not attract much attention at the time,
apparently in order to resolve this dilemma, the authors of
Ref. 关21兴 suggested that one consider the dipole moment
expectation value as the atomic parameter relevant to the
coherent emission of harmonics in the propagation of a laser
pulse through an atomic medium, while one should consider
the S-matrix result as describing the emission of harmonic
photons by a single atom. Although this statement was criticized in Ref. 关22兴, in which it was argued that “the theory of
collective emission should be ultimately based on the proper
description of a single atom process,” some authors still apparently accept the rather surprising conception of a “duality” of microscopic quantum parameters relevant to the harmonic photon emission by a single atom on the one hand and
by an ensemble of dynamically noninteracting atoms on the
other 共cf. Ref. 关14兴兲. Our considerations above give the underlying physical explanation of this surprising duality.
Namely, the dipole moment expectation value in the KA,
dKA共t兲, becomes finite only as a consequence of its neglect of
binding potential effects in the exact result 共3兲 for d共t兲,
which otherwise becomes divergent 共and thus physically
meaningless兲 in the strong field regime, even in the 共⑀ = E0兲
approximation.
In order to illustrate explicitly the divergences in dipole
moment expectation value results, in the Appendix we
present these results in an analytic form for the exactly solvable ZRP model and compare them with the corresponding
dual dipole moment results. For numerical comparisons, in
Fig. 1 we compare KA dipole moment expectation value
results with dual dipole moment results in the KA 共which are
equivalent to S-matrix results in the strong field approximation兲 for a ZRP model. Specifically, we present the ratio of
KA 2
2
兩dNKA
 兩 to 兩d̃N 兩 共which equals the ratio of HHG rates兲 calcu-
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lated according to Eqs. 共A12兲, 共A14兲, 共A13兲, and 共A15兲 共at
k = k⬘ = 0, f 0 = 冑2 and ⑀ = E0 = −1兲 at two different frequencies
for the case of the bound ZRP model s state. The ratio differs
significantly from unity only in the region of low-order harmonics, up to the plateau onset 共i.e., the extent of this region
increases with decreasing 兲. The qualitative explanation of
this result follows from our quantum interpretation 关27兴 of
plateau structures in HHG in terms of the Fourier components, ⌽sKA共r兲 关cf. Eq. 共6兲兴, of the KA wave function
⌽KA共r , t兲. In the strong-field regime, the Fourier component
of the KA dual dipole moment,
⬁

d̃NKA
=

KA
具⌽̃s−N
兩d兩⌽sKA典,
兺
s=−⬁

共30兲

is well approximated by the two terms involving ⌽KA
0 共r兲 and
KA
⌽̃0 共r兲 关which is equivalent to neglecting continuumcontinuum transitions 关21兴 in the exact KA result 共30兲兴,
KA
KA
d̃NKA
 ⬇ 具0兩d兩⌽N 典 + 具⌽̃−N 兩d兩0典,

共31兲

KA
where we have in addition approximated ⌽KA
0 共r兲 and ⌽̃0 共r兲
by 0共r兲. 关Note that according to the definition 共14兲 of the
dual function, ⌽̃s共r兲 = ⌽s*共r兲 for s states.兴 As shown in Ref.
关27兴, plateaus in HHG spectra originate from similar plateau
structures in the spectrum of the harmonics ⌽sKA共r兲 with
positive numbers s, beginning from s ⬇ 兩E0 兩 / 共ប兲 up to s
⬇ 共兩E0 兩 + 3.17u p兲 / 共ប兲. In this region the contribution of the
last term in Eq. 共31兲 is negligible, while for N ⬍ 兩E0 兩 / 共ប兲 its
contribution increases rapidly with decreasing N. 共Within the
three-step model 关22兴, the smallness of this “time-reversed”
term is interpreted in terms of the rescattering scenario
关16,18,57兴.兲 The Fourier-component dNKA
 of the dipole moment expectation value dKA共t兲 also has the form 共31兲 upon
KA
KA
substituting ⌽̃−N
→ ⌽−N
in the “time-reversed” term 共which
is equivalent to its complex conjugation兲. As discussed
above, this substitution has no consequence for the plateau
2
part of the HHG spectrum, but leads to inaccuracies of 兩dNKA
兩
for low-order harmonics 共cf. Fig. 1兲.
Therefore, in contrast to the KA version of the S-matrix
result 关which follows from the ab initio result 共15兲 for the
dual dipole moment by 共i兲 approximating ⑀ = E0 and 共ii兲 neglecting binding potential effects in intermediate states of the
active electron兴, dKA共t兲 cannot be obtained unambiguously as
the approximate version of a well-behaved, proper ab initio
definition of the dipole moment expectation value. Nevertheless, dKA共t兲 共or its reduced, effective-dipole version兲 has
been employed for HHG analyses on an equal footing with
results of the S-matrix approach and, generally, both methods
yield comparable numerical results. However, if the differences between the dipole moment expectation values and the
S-matrix results become significant 共as, e.g., for the case of
small N in Fig. 1兲, then the latter results must be taken to be
the physically meaningful ones.

V. HHG RATES FOR THE CASE OF AN INITIAL STATE
WITH NONZERO ANGULAR MOMENTUM

For simplicity, in our considerations so far it has been
assumed that the initial bound state 0共r兲 and the corresponding QQES ⌽⑀共r , t兲 are nondegenerate, e.g., that 0共r兲
describes an s state. For an initial state with nonzero angular
momentum l, 0共r兲 = lm共r兲Y lm共r̂兲, the QQES approach becomes more complicated for the case of an elliptically polarized laser field, which mixes initially degenerate sublevels
with different angular momentum projections m, so that
0共r兲 evolves in a laser field to 共2l + 1兲 Stark-split QQES
substates, ⌽⑀i共r , t兲 共i = 1 , . . . , 2l + 1兲, with generally different
complex quasienergies ⑀i 关31兴. The situation simplifies for
the case of a linearly polarized field F共t兲, which we assume
below. In this case the projection m of the angular momentum on the direction of laser polarization, e ⬅ ez, is a conserved quantum number 共as follows from the axial symmetry
of the problem兲 and 0共r兲 splits into 共l + 1兲 substates
⌽⑀兩m兩,m共r , t兲, with each of them 共except for m = 0兲 being doubly degenerate 共in the sign of m兲.
The definition of HHG rates RN for a degenerate initial
state 0共r兲 requires a detailed explanation as we have not
found a proper definition in the literature. Although we consider RN as a single-atom, microscopic parameter, we have
in mind the generation of coherent radiation of frequency
⍀ = N by an ensemble of uncorrelated atoms having randomly oriented angular momenta and subjected to a laser
field F共t兲. The intensity of this radiation should thus be proportional to the square of the atomic density, N 共as is wellestablished experimentally兲. On the quantum, single-atom
level, this means that the proper quantum atomic parameter
relevant to this problem is given by the tensor of coherent
scattering of harmonic photons 共⍀兲 by an atom 共A兲 in an
共N + 1兲-photon scattering process involving the absorption of
N laser photons 共兲,
A + N → A + ⍀,

共32兲

or, equivalently, by the cross section for this coherent scattering process. The coherent scattering of radiation is possible only if initial and final states of the atom are identical,
i.e., have the same quantum numbers 关58兴 共see also the pedagogical example for harmonic generation in Ref. 关59兴兲. For a
nondegenerate s state, the process 共32兲 is always coherent
关58兴, so that the rate 共18兲 is the relevant quantity. For l ⬎ 0,
however, the single-atom HHG rate must be calculated similarly to the cross section of coherent light scattering, i.e., by
averaging the “diagonal” partial rates RN共m兲 over m,
RN ⬅

1
共N兲3 1
共m兲
R
=
兺
兺 兩d̃共兩m兩兲兩2 ,
2l + 1 m N
8បc3 2l + 1 m N

共33兲

where d̃N共兩m兩兲
 is given by the matrix element of d in Eq. 共16兲
involving wave functions ⌽⑀兩m兩,m共r , t兲 and ⌽̃⑀兩m兩,m共r , t兲 with
the same quantum number m, i.e.,
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d̃N共兩m兩兲
 =

2
T

冕

T

0

dt eiNt具⌽̃⑀兩m兩,m共r,t兲兩d兩⌽⑀兩m兩,m共r,t兲典.

共34兲
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In order to calculate d̃N共兩m兩兲
 in terms of the complex
quasienergy ⑀兩m兩, we can still use the Hellmann-Feynman
theorem 共23兲 considering split states ⌽⑀⬘ ,m共r , t兲 in a two兩m兩
color 共strong laser and weak harmonic兲 field F共t兲 + Fh共t兲 as
single states. 共The Hellmann-Feynman theorem for quasidegenerate or degenerate QQESs may be formulated similarly
to that applicable to degenerate time-independent problems
关60兴.兲 Following the transition from Eq. 共23兲 to Eq. 共26兲, one
obtains
d̃N共兩m兩兲
 =−4

⌬⑀兩m兩
F*h

,

共35兲

where ⌬⑀兩m兩 共⌬⑀兩m兩 ⬅ ⑀兩m兩
⬘ − ⑀兩m兩兲 is linear in Fh and given by
Eq. 共25兲 in which ⌽̃⑀共r , t兲 → ⌽̃⑀兩m兩,m共r , t兲. As a result, the

Fourier-component d̃N共兩m兩兲
 calculated according to Eq. 共35兲 is
equivalent to that in Eq. 共34兲. Since we consider a linearly
polarized field F共t兲 共e = e* ⬅ ez兲, the vector d̃N共兩m兩兲
 and the
共兩m兩兲
HHG amplitude AN may be expressed in terms of the generalized nonlinear susceptibility ˜N共兩m兩兲 共 , F兲 analogously to
Eqs. 共27兲 and 共28兲,

N共兩m兩兲共,F兲ez ,
d̃N共兩m兩兲
 =˜

共36兲

AN共兩m兩兲 = ˜N共兩m兩兲共,F兲共e⬘* · ez兲,

共37兲

so that the harmonic rate 共33兲 reduces to
RN =

共N兲3 1
兺 兩˜共兩m兩兲共,F兲兩2 .
8បc3 2l + 1 m N

共38兲

As discussed below Eq. 共29兲, in actual calculations of ⌬⑀兩m兩
in Eq. 共25兲 it is sufficient to consider only the linearly polarized two-color field F̃共t兲 = F̃共t兲ez, where F̃共t兲 = F cos t
+ Fh cos ⍀t.
The definitions 共33兲 and 共38兲 differ from the definition of
the cross section for spontaneous light scattering, or of the
spontaneous dipole emission rate, in that the latter two involve averaging over the initial 共m兲 and summing over the
final 共m⬘兲 state magnetic quantum numbers, which in general
differ, m⬘ = m , m ± 1. Besides possible numerical differences
between the HHG rates 共33兲 and 共38兲 and those defined for
the case of a degenerate bound state 0共r兲 as the rates for
spontaneous dipole emission, RNsp, the most important difference is in the polarization properties of harmonic 共as well as
spontaneously emitted兲 photons. In particular, according to
Eqs. 共33兲 and 共38兲, harmonics generated by a linearly polarized light field have the same 共linear兲 polarization 共as for the
case of s states兲, while the spontaneously emitted photons
may be elliptically polarized 共for transitions with m⬘ = m ± 1兲.
关The definition RNsp of the harmonic rates for a p state 0共r兲
is assumed in Refs. 关23,61兴. Therefore, as discussed in these
references, generation of elliptically polarized harmonics by
atoms with nonzero angular momenta subjected to a linearly
polarized pump field may be observed only as a weak 共incoherent兲 spontaneous emission of photons of frequency N,
whose intensity is linear in N.兴

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The main result of this paper is the development of a
wave-function-independent theoretical formulation of the
HHG amplitude in terms of the complex quasienergy of a
system. Based on the Hellmann-Feynman theorem for
QQESs, in Sec. III we have formulated the HHG amplitude
in terms of the complex quasienergy of a bound electron in a
bichromatic 共strong laser and weak harmonic兲 field. The amplitude for generation of the Nth harmonic can be defined in
terms of the generalized nonlinear susceptibility ˜N共 , F兲 of
an atomic system subjected to both a strong field F共t兲 of
frequency  and a probe 共harmonic兲 field of frequency ⍀
= N. This susceptibility represents the generalization of the
well-known intensity-independent 共lowest-order PT兲 susceptibility N共N兲 to the case of a strong, non-perturbative laser
field. Its expansion in F inside the range of convergence of
the PT series yields an infinite set of high-order nonlinear
susceptibilities N+2k共N兲, which are common in traditional
共“perturbative”兲 nonlinear optics 共cf. Sec. II A兲. Our result
for the HHG amplitude in terms of ˜N共 , F兲 is equivalent to
its definition in terms of the dual dipole moment, thereby
giving additional justification for using dual QQES wave
functions for calculating the quantum, single-atom response
to a strong monochromatic perturbation that takes proper account of the accompanying ionization processes. As discussed in Sec. II, these results permit a clear and unambiguous way to avoid the nonregularizable singularities that
appear in both weak-field 共PT兲 and strong-field 共nonperturbative兲 regimes of laser-atom interactions when using
quantities that are only well-defined for a stable quantum
system 共such as the expectation value of the dipole operator兲
to describe the nonlinear phenomena that occur simultaneously with multiphoton above-threshold ionization. Also,
these fully quantum, exact results, which are valid for a wide
range of laser parameters F and , allow one to establish
quantitatively the accuracy of common approximate 共e.g.,
strong-field, low-frequency兲 results for the HHG amplitude.
In addition to the utility of our formulation for analyzing
formal aspects of HHG theory, another advantage of formulating the HHG amplitude in terms of the complex quasienergy is that one avoids the necessity of knowing the explicit
form of the QQES 共as well as the initial bound state兲 wave
functions in practical calculations of HHG rates. Indeed, in
general, the complex quasienergy ⑀ can be obtained as the
eigenvalue of equations 共7兲 or 共8兲. Its determination does not
require complete knowledge of the wave function ⌽⑀共r , t兲
corresponding to this eigenvalue nor on the normalization of
this function. This fact allows for practical calculations of
HHG rates even for cases when the exact form of ⌽⑀共r , t兲
over the entire space is unknown so that the straightforward
calculation of the matrix element for d̃共t兲 in Eq. 共15兲 is impossible. This very situation occurs in the time-dependent
effective range 共TDER兲 theory of strong laser processes 关62兴,
in which the QQES wave function ⌽⑀共r , t兲 of a weakly
bound electron is known only outside a short-range atomic
core. The complex quasienergy, however, may be obtained
independently of ⌽⑀共r , t兲, as the eigenvalue of a onedimensional integro-differential equation for a periodic func-
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tion of time. The self-consistent, essentially analytical theory
of HHG within the TDER theory is developed in the next
paper 关24兴 and is employed there to analyze quantitatively
harmonic generation by negative ions.

Scl共r,t,r⬘,t⬘兲 =

共r − r⬘兲
共r − r⬘兲2
− 2
关F共t兲 − F共t⬘兲兴
4共t − t⬘兲  共t − t⬘兲
+

r 
r⬘ 
F共t⬘兲 + Scl共t,t⬘兲,
2 F共t兲 − 2
 t
 t⬘
共A4兲
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APPENDIX: EXPLICIT FORM OF d̃„t… AND d„t…
FOR A ZRP MODEL

We present here explicit expressions for the dipole moment expectation value 共3兲 and dual dipole moment 共15兲 for
the case of a weakly bound electron in the s state of energy
E0 of a ZRP. This model allows an essentially exact analytical treatment of the QQES problem 关33兴. In this appendix we
use scaled units: energies are measured in units of 兩E0兩 and
field amplitudes F in units of F0 = 冑2m兩E0兩3 / 共兩e兩ប兲. The exact
ZRP QQES wave function and its dual function 关see Eqs. 共8兲
and 共14兲兴 have the following form 关34兴:
⌽⑀共r,t兲 = − 冑4

冕

⬁

d ei⑀G共V兲共r,t;0,t − 兲f共t − 兲,

0

共A1兲
⌽̃⑀*共r,t兲 = 冑4

冕

0

Scl共t,t⬘兲 ⬅ Scl共r = 0,t,r⬘ = 0,t⬘兲

冕

冊册

.

共A5兲

dr G共V兲共0,t − ⬘ ;r,t兲rG共V兲共r,t;0,t − 兲
=

2i
兵关F共t − ⬘兲 − F共t兲兴 − ⬘关F共t − 兲 − F共t兲兴其
 共⬘ − 兲
2

⫻G共V兲共0,t − ⬘ ;0,t − 兲,

共A6兲

which is valid for 共t − ⬘兲 艌 t 艌 共t − 兲 关cf. Eqs. 共A1兲 and
共A2兲兴; and Eq. 共B4兲 in Ref. 关20兴 关involving the “homogeneous” Volkov propagators G共E兲共rt , r⬘t⬘兲兴 for d共t兲. Thus, the
problem reduces to the evaluation of double temporal integrals having similar integrands but different integration limits 关for d共t兲, we use the “共⑀ = E0兲 approximation,” cf. Sec.
IV兴,
2iez

冑 i

冕 冕
⬁

d

0

⬁

d⬘

0

eiS共0,t−⬘;0,t−兲
f共t − 兲f *共t − ⬘兲
共⬘ − 兲5/2

⫻R共t; , ⬘兲eiE0共−⬘兲 ,

共A2兲

where ⌰共x兲 is the Heaviside function,

冊

It follows from Eqs. 共A1兲 and 共A2兲 and our use of the
Feynman form for G共V兲共r , t ; r⬘ , t⬘兲, that the spatial integrals
in the matrix elements 共3兲 and 共15兲 have Gaussian integrands
and thus may be evaluated analytically. These spatial integrations are easily performed using the following equation for
the case of d̃共t兲:

d⬘ e−i⑀⬘G共V兲共0,t − ⬘ ;r,t兲f共⬘ − t兲,

i⌰共t − t⬘兲
eiScl共r,t,r⬘,t⬘兲 ,
关4i共t − t⬘兲兴3/2

4 sin2关共t − t⬘兲/2兴
共t − t⬘兲

−

−⬁

G共V兲共r,t,r⬘,t⬘兲 = −

冉
冉

− cos 共t + t⬘兲 sin 共t − t⬘兲

d共t兲 =

where ⑀ is the complex quasienergy; f共t兲 = 兺k f ke−2ikt is a
periodic function that originates from the boundary condition
for ⌽⑀共r , t兲 at the origin 关33兴. The Fourier coefficients f k are
normalized so that Eq. 共13兲 is satisfied 共for an explicit form
of the normalization factor see, e.g., Appendix A in Ref.
关34兴兲; G共V兲共r , t , r⬘ , t⬘兲 is the 共retarded兲 Green function for a
free electron in a linearly polarized field F共t兲 = ezF cos t,
which we express in Feynman’s form in terms of the classical action, S共r , t , r⬘ , t⬘兲,

冋

4 sin2关共t − t⬘兲/2兴
up
共t − t⬘兲 1 −

关共t − t⬘兲兴2

=−

d̃共t兲 = −

2iez

冑 i

冕 冕
⬁

0

d

0

d⬘

−⬁

共A7兲

eiS共0,t−⬘;0,t−兲
f共t − 兲f共⬘ − t兲
共⬘ − 兲5/2

⫻R共t; , ⬘兲ei⑀共−⬘兲 ,

共A8兲

where
R共t; , ⬘兲 =

F
兵⬘ sin共/2兲sin关共t − /2兲兴
2
−  sin共⬘/2兲sin关共t − ⬘/2兲兴其.

共A3兲

共A9兲

For further integrations, we introduce new variables in
Eq. 共A7兲 for d共t兲,
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 =  +  ⬘,

 = ⬘ − ,

where − ⬁ ⬍  ⬍ ⬁,

兩兩 艋  ⬍ ⬁,

C0 =

共A10兲
and in Eq. 共A8兲 for d̃共t兲,

 =  +  ⬘,

 =  −  ⬘,

where 0 艋  ⬍ ⬁,

−  艋  艋 ,
共A11兲

which correspond to the rotation of the 共 , ⬘兲-plane by 45°
关clockwise for d̃共t兲 and counterclockwise for d共t兲兴. In the
new variables, the integration over  is carried out analytically, where for d共t兲, the standard substitution, ␣ → ␣ + i0, is
used for regularization of singular integrals of the form
兰兩⬁兩mei␣d. As a result, the Fourier components of d共t兲 and
d̃共t兲 in Eqs. 共3兲 and 共15兲 may be expressed in terms of onedimensional integrals over  ⬅  / 2 关cf. Eq. 共3.14兲 for dn
in Ref. 关20兴兴,
dn = n共,F兲ez,

n共,F兲 = 兺 f *k f k⬘n;k,k⬘ , 共A12兲

d̃n = ˜n共,F兲ez,

˜n共,F兲 = 兺 f k f k⬘˜n;k,k⬘ , 共A13兲

k,k⬘

k,k⬘

where n 共the harmonic number兲 is a positive odd integer,
n=1,3, ...,

n;k,k⬘ = C0

冕

⬁

−⬁

d −2i共E /+k+k⬘兲+i共兲
0
e
3/2

⫻关r−共兲J−共兲 + ir+共兲J+共兲兴,
˜n;k,k⬘ = C0

冕

⬁

0

共A14兲

d 2i共⑀/+k+k⬘兲−i共兲
e
3/2

⫻关j−共兲J−共兲 − ij+共兲J+共兲兴,

共A15兲

where J±共兲 is shorthand for the Bessel function, J±共兲
= Jk−k⬘+共n±1兲/2关z共兲兴,
共兲 =

冉
冉

冊

2u p
sin2 
−
,



共A16兲

冊

z共兲 =

2u p
sin 
sin  cos  −
,



共A17兲

r ±共  兲 =

sin  in兩兩
n i共n±1兲兩兩
e
e
−
,

n±1

共A18兲

j±共兲 = Im兵r±共兲其 =

sin  sin共n兲 n sin关共n ± 1兲兴
,
−

n±1
共A19兲

2ik−k⬘+n/2
n2

冑

up
,
3

up =

F2
.
22

共A20兲

Simple inspection of the integral in Eq. 共A14兲 shows that
the generalized nonlinear susceptibility n共 , F兲 in Eq.
共A12兲 for Fourier-component dn is generally divergent for
any n. For n = 1, it is obvious owing to the divergence of
r−共兲 in Eq. 共A18兲, which appears as a result of the integration in d共t兲 over . For n ⬎ 1, the nonintegrable singularity at
small , ⬃−3/2, appears in the terms n;k,k⬘ with k⬘ = k
+ 共n ± 1兲 / 2. Indeed, for small , we have r±共兲 ⬇ 关共2 ± n兲 / 共1
− n兲兴, z共兲 ⬃ 3, and J±共兲 ⬇ 1 for k⬘ = k + 共n ± 1兲 / 2 兵since
J0关z共兲兴 ⬇ 1其, so that the integrand in Eq. 共A14兲 behaves as
−3/2 at 兩兩 → 0. In contrast, for the dual dipole moment
共A13兲, the integral in Eq. 共A15兲 is finite for any n, k, and k⬘,
since j±共兲 ⬃ 3 and the integrand has a smooth behavior
关e.g., ⬃3/2 for k⬘ = k + 共n ± 1兲 / 2兴 at  ⬇ 0.
Mathematically, the divergence of d共t兲 stems from the
difference between the integration limits for ⬘ in Eqs. 共A7兲
and 共A8兲 and, as a consequence, between  and  in Eqs.
共A10兲 and 共A11兲. Physically, this difference originates from
the different asymptotic behaviors of ⌽⑀*共r , t兲 and ⌽̃⑀*共r , t兲 at
large distances: the latter behaves asymptotically as an outgoing wave, as does ⌽⑀共r , t兲, so that the integrand in
具⌽̃⑀共t兲兩d兩⌽⑀共t兲典 contains oscillatory functions at 兩r兩 → ⬁ and
the spatial integral for d̃共t兲 is regularizable; ⌽⑀*共r , t兲 behaves
asymptotically, in contrast to ⌽⑀共r , t兲, as an ingoing wave, so
that the oscillatory 共at 兩r兩 → ⬁兲 terms cancel in the integrand
of 具⌽⑀共t兲兩d兩⌽⑀共t兲典 and the result for d共t兲 diverges. This result
is general and does not depend upon the specific forms of
⌽⑀共r , t兲 and ⌽̃⑀*共r , t兲 in Eqs. 共A1兲 and 共A2兲 for the ZRP
model.
For the ZRP model, the KA 关in which, as discussed in
Sec. IV, d̃共t兲 relates to the S-matrix result and d共t兲 to the
dipole moment expectation value, dKA共t兲兴 corresponds to neglecting all coefficients f k except f 0 = 冑2, i.e., approximating
f共t兲 = 冑2 and ⑀ = E0 关33兴. In this approximation, d̃n in Eq.
共A13兲 is determined by ˜KA
n;0,0, substituting ⑀ = E0
n 共 , F兲 = ˜
in the exponent in Eq. 共A15兲, while dnKA
 also becomes finite
共except for n = 1兲 and the corresponding susceptibility,
KA
n 共 , F兲, is given by n;0,0 in Eq. 共A14兲. This unexpected
finiteness of dKA共t兲 is in some sense fortuitous and is a consequence of the unique relation 共B4兲 in Ref. 关20兴 关which is
similar to Eq. 共A6兲兴, which occurs only for the free electron
共Volkov兲 propagator G共V兲共r , t ; r⬘ , t⬘兲 and is not valid for the
Green function of a bound 共atomic兲 electron in a laser field.
KA
Finally, we note that our result for dnKA
 = n 共 , F兲ez is
equivalent to that in Eq. 共4.1兲 of Ref. 关20兴 which was used
there in actual numerical calculations of HHG rates for a
ZRP model.
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